Disclosure & Consent to Work on Film Project Requiring Nudity and/or Simulated Sexual Content

This Disclosure & Consent Agreement (Agreement) is by and between __________________________ (Filmmaker) and __________________________ (Performer) in connection with the student film currently entitled __________________________ (Film).

Reference is made to the agreement for acting services dated _______________ between Filmmaker and Performer (Acting Agreement) in connection with the Film. This Agreement is intended to supplement and be a Rider to the Acting Agreement.

Disclosure

You are being provided this Disclosure & Consent because the Film requires that you appear nude or semi-nude, and/or perform simulated sexual acts in the Film. A general description of the extent of such nudity, and the type of physical contact required in the simulated sexual acts is set out in Exhibit A hereto. If you object to or are not comfortable with appearing nude, semi-nude or performing the simulated acts described on Exhibit A do NOT sign this Consent. Communicate your objection to the Filmmaker and withdraw from the performance.

Consent to Appearing Nude/Semi-Nude and/or Performing the Simulated Sexual Acts

I am an adult (18 years of age or older) and I have read and understand the Disclosure statement above including the general description of the extent of the nudity and type of physical contact required in the simulated sexual acts described on Exhibit A hereto. I hereby agree and consent to appear nude, to engage in the physical contact and perform the simulated sexual acts described on Exhibit A in the Film.

I further understand and agree that I may NOT withdraw my consent after my performance has been filmed. The Filmmaker owns all results and proceeds of my acting services rendered pursuant to the Acting Agreement and this Agreement and has the exclusive right to use, license and exploit the Film, including Performer’s performance therein throughout the world, in perpetuity and any and all media whether now known or hereafter devised.

AGREED AND ACCEPTED

____________________________
Performer

____________________________
Date
Exhibit A to

Disclosure & Consent to Work on Film Project Requiring Nudity and/or Simulated Sexual Content

Performer will be required to appear nude or semi-nude as described below in the Film:
Set forth a general description(s) of scene(s) and required nudity in each:

Performer will be required to perform the following physical acts/contact and simulated sexual acts as described below in the Film:
Set forth a general description of the scene(s) and type(s) of physical contact and simulated sexual act(s) required of Performer in each: